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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a new interference management scheme for femtocells systems based on the cooperation
and inter-handover techniques between competing cells in the
context of cognitive radio systems. The original idea presented
in this work consists of initiating a cooperation protocol between
femtocells through inter-handover algorithm based on channel
gain diversity. Users belong a given femtocell are allowed to
connect to a neighboring cell if their channel gains to this cell
are better than what they have with their own femtocell. We
have shown in this work, using a game theory based resource
allocation scheme, that we can achieve better performance in
terms of capacity and power consumption using our approach.
The results have shown also that a simple win-win cooperation
protocols can be implemented to improve the energy consumption
and performance of new cellular systems such as femtocells or
even for classical cellular systems if a minimum cooperation
schemes are allowed.
Keywords—Cognitive Radio, Interference Management, Energy Efficient, Game Theory, Femtocells Network.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In contrast to wired devices, the lack of a continuous power
supply, poses tight limits in the overall power consumption [1].
The limited battery lifetime has always been bottleneck when
it comes to the development of improved portable electronic
products. In addition, constraints in the size and weight of
mobile phones prohibit the use of heavy and large battery
packs as power sources [2] [3]. Although, battery technology
has been improved over the years, it definitely has not kept up
with the advances in other technological fields or the energy
demands of wireless platforms. Apart from the short battery
life span, another factor that makes power consumption a
critical parameter for personal portable devices is the heat
dissipation. The latter needs to remain at low levels, otherwise
the system’s temperature will increase, making the device
too hot to be handled. Therefore, minimizing the power
consumption of wireless platforms becomes a great challenge,
for the entire electronic industry, at all system levels [2] [3].
Also, in recent years, there has been increasing public
concern about the health implication of wireless systems
electromagnetic radiation. Many researches have been done
to give a complete picture of health risks that are caused by
the use of mobile phones also various public organizations
in the world have been established safety guidelines like
a limit of absorption rate (SAR) of mobile that is stated
by International Commission on Non-Ionization Radiation
Protection (ICNIRP) [4].
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To cope with the issues mentioned above, we propose
to consider the deployment of small cells termed in the
femtocells to reduce the transmit power and optimize energy
consumption. Indeed, femtocells is interesting and radically
different network design concept which could provide a costand energy efficient solution to cope with the forecasted traffic
growth. Briefly, Home NodeBs (HNB) networks are built on
a very dense deployment of low cost, low-power base stations
(BSs) that are substantially smaller than traditional macro cell
equipment.
In this paper we consider a scenario with cognitive femtocells operating in the same band which arises the problem
of interference management to allow co-existence between
differents co-located femtocells. We propose here to combine
handover based cooperative protocol with cognitive radio (CR)
and game theory approaches to mitigate interference and
improve performance at the same time [5] [6] [7]. Indeed,
cooperation is used to reduce energy consumption, improve
channel condition and thus optimize system capacity. The
proposed technique will be compared with classical one based
on game theory tools [5].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe
the channel model and introduce the proposed combined CRgame theory strategy. In Section III, the power allocation
algorithm is presented. Simulation results and a comparison
with a classical resource allocation method based on game
theory tools are provided in Section IV, and Section V
concludes the paper.
II. E NERGY-E FFICIENCY BASED H ANDOVER
Consider the uplink of a cognitive radio network (CRN)
that consists of two collocated femtocells operating at the
same band in a cognitive manner as shown in Fig. 1. The
objective is to minimize the interference between both cells
when accessing the same spectrum. To simplify the problem,
we consider that each femtocell represents a kind of primary
system with respect to the other collocated femtocell acting as
a secondary system and vice versa. We assume then that the
primary system-like femtocell, called here the base station BS,
is composed of K primary users (PUs). The secondary-like
femtocell is composed of M secondary users (SUs) randomly
distributed over the system [6]. The channel gains are i.i.d
random variable.

to maximize the per-user cognitive capacity, expressed as
Csumk =

M
∑

Cm,k

(4)

m=1

Fig. 1. Cognitive radio scenario with two collocated femtocells operating at
the same band.

Throughout this paper, we will use the following notation:
• the index of SUs m lies between 1 and M ,
• hl,m denotes the channel gain from SU l to the desired
user m,
• the data destined from SU m is transmitted with power
Pm and a maximum power Pmax ,
• hk,m denotes the channel gain from the PU indexed by
k to the desired user m,
• the data destined from the PU k is transmitted with power
Pk for k between 1 and K.
In the coverage area of the primary system, there is an
interference boundary within which no SUs can communicate
in an ad-hoc manner. Thus, for the impairment experienced by
the primary system to be as small as possible, a SU must be
able to detect very reliably whether it is far enough away from
a primary base station, i.e., in the area of possible cognitive
radio operation. The expression of each PU instantaneous
capacity is






Pk |hk,k |2
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(1)

m=1

Cm,k = log2 (1 + SINRm,k )

(2)

where
Pm |hm,m |
M
∑

2

(3)

Pl |hl,m | + Pk |hk,m | + σ
2

Intfm,k =

M
∑

Pl |hl,m |2 + Pk |hk,m |2 + σ 2

(5)

l=1
l̸=m

Combining (3) and (5), we define the SINR as a function of
Intf:
Pm |hm,m |2
Intfm,k

(6)

SINRm,k Intfm,k
|hm,m |2

(7)

SINRm,k =
and
Pm =

The protection for PU must be guaranteed in a CRN. This
protection is guaranteed if the sum of all SUs transmitters’
powers is not larger than the interference constraint PT . Then,
PU verifies his outage probability constraint. The interference
constraint is given by:
M
∑

Pm |hk,m |2 ≤ PTk

(8)

m=1

where σ 2 is the ambient noise variance. On the other hand, by
making SUs access the primary system spectrum, the m-th SU
experiences interference from the PUs and all neighboring cochannel SU links that transmit on the same band. Accordingly,
the m-th SU instantaneous capacity is given by:

SINRm,k =

while minimizing the interference to the PUs, in a distributed
fashion. The sum here is made over the M SUs allowed to
transmit [8] [9]. Moreover, we assume that the coherence time
is sufficiently large so that the channel stays constant over
each scheduling period length. We also assume that SUs know
the channel state information (CSI) of their own links, but
have no information on the channel conditions of other SUs.
No interference cancelation capability is considered. Power
control is used for SUs both in an effort to preserve power
and to limit interference and fading effects. The interference
power is given by:

2

2

l=1
l̸=m

SUs need to recognize their communication environment and
adapt the parameters of their communication scheme in order

and the notion of outage probability defined as the probability
that the capacity of the user is below the transmitted code
rate [10]. In the proposed framework, the outage probability
can be expressed as [11]:
Poutk ≡ P rob {Ck ≤ Rk } ≤ Poutmax , ∀ k = 1, ..., K

(9)

where Rk is the transmitted data rate by one primary user
k and Poutmax is the maximum outage probability defined
as quality of service for each PU k. The information about
the outage failure can be carried out by a band manager that
mediates between each primary and secondary users [12],
or can be directly fed back from the PU to the secondary
transmitters through collaboration and exchange of the CSI
between the primary and secondary users as proposed in [13].

III. P OWER A LLOCATION A LGORITHM

Mathematically, the game G can be expressed as:

We derive in this section the utility function: we define
a payoff function specifies the SU capacity constraint and a
price function that represents the interference constraint as
a function of the outage probability constraint defined for
each primary user k [14] [15] [16] [17]. Therefore, the price
function is given by (2), and we will derive here the equation
of the interference constraint PTk .
∑M
2
The margin of PTk −
l=1 Pl |hk,l | is the maximum
l̸=m

interference that SU m could generate to PU
∑Mk under the
description of (8). Divide Pm |hk,m |2 by PTk − l=1 Pl |hk,l |2 ,
l̸=m

we found the interference level expression to be guaranteed for
each primary user k:
LIntf m,k =
PTk

Pm |hk,m |2
M
∑
−
Pl |hk,l |2

(10)

l=1
l̸=m

which is a normalized value. As long as this ratio ∈ [0, 1],
the protection for each PU is met. We compute now PTk as a
function of the outage probability.
To proceed further with the analysis and for the sake of
emphasis, we introduce the PU average channel gain estimate
G based on the following decomposition:
hk,k ≡ Gpu ∗ h′k,k

(11)

where h′k,k is the random component of channel gain and
represents the normalized channel impulse response tap.
Following the equations derived in the case of one primary
user and detailed in [5], the corresponding interference constraint for each PU k is
PTk =

Pk G2pu
ln (1 − Poutk )
1 − 2Rk

(12)

We introduce now a utility function for which each SU adjusts
its transmitted power in order to maximize it. It is composed
of a payoff function expressed as the capacity Cm of the SU,
and of a price function composed of the interference level to
the PU and the power consumption. Then, the utility function
is expressed as follow:

am

Um,k







2
Pm |hk,m |


= Cm,k − 

M


 P − ∑ P |h |2 
l l,m 
 Tk

(13)

l=1
l̸=m

The parameter am is adjustable to have a comparable values,
i.e. the payoff function value and the price function value. This
parameter gives the flexibility needed to adjust the SU capacity
over the interference to the PU. We choose am < 0. It could
be easily obtained that the price function decreases as the ratio
LIntf m,k increases. This fact is caused by the negative property
of am .

Find Pm,k = arg max Um,k (Pm,k , P−m,k )

(14)

choose Pm = min Pm,k

(15)

Pm,k

k

subject to:

 ∑M
2


m=1 Pm,k |hk,m | ≤ PTk



Poutk ≤ Poutmax





0 ≤ Pm,k ≤ Pmax

(16)

Recall that Pm,k denotes the strategy adopted by SU m and
P−m,k = (Pl,k )l̸=m,l∈{1,...,M } denotes the strategy adopted
by the other SUs with respect to each PU. The maximization
problem is dependent on am which is defined in the utility
function as an adjustment parameter to the price function. For
simulation results am = −0.2. It was chosen to stay with this
value after different simulations to show its influence on the
obtained results.
Our main contribution within this work is the QoS management of the CR system. The originality in the proposed
method is that we guarantee a QoS to PU by maintaining the
PU’s outage probability unaffected in addition to a certain QoS
to SUs and ensuring the continuity of service even when the
spectrum sub-bands change from vacant to occupied. Thus by
the outage probability control, if we have a vacant spectrum
holes in the PU band, we set the outage probability Pout = 1
to exploit the available spectrum band by SUs, and if we
have occupied sub-bands, the outage probability is set to
Pout = Poutmax depending on the PU’s QoS.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
For simulations, we consider a CRN with two femtocells.
The primary system-like one is equipped with K PUs and the
secondary-like one with M SUs attempting to communicate
during a transmission, subject to mutual interference. A hexagonal cellular system functioning at 1.8 GHz with a primary cell
of radius R = 1000 meters and a primary protection area of
radius Rp = 600 meters is considered. Secondary transmitters
may communicate with their respective receivers of distances
d < Rp from the base station of the femtocell acting as a
primary system. Channel gains are based on the COST-231
path loss model including log-normal shadowing with standard
deviation of 10 dB [18], plus fast-fading assumed to be i.i.d.
circularly symmetric with distribution CN (0; 1).
Fig. 2 and 3 present the results in terms of achieved capacity
for each femtocell with our proposed scheme using inter cell
handover based cooperative technique. The results show a
dramatically improvement of the capacity for both cells. This
is mainly due to the fact that the links between the users (from
both femtocells) and the serving femtocell have better channel
gains thanks to our proposed cooperative scheme. Fig. 4 shows
the average transmitted power per user in both cells. It is clear
that the proposed cooperative scheme improves the energy
efficiency and reduce the power consumption by more than
5dBm.

The results, carried in the context of an uplink scenario, show a
dramatically system performance improvement when we take
advantage from multi femtocells diversity and allow to users
from competing femtocells to attach to the best serving cell.
Similar results are expected for downlink scenario.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of achieved capacity using inter cell handover based
cooperative technique and classical technique for femtocell 1.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of achieved capacity using inter cell handover based
cooperative technique and classical technique for femtocell 2.
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Fig. 4. Average transmitted power per user in both cells using inter cell
handover based cooperative technique and classical technique.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored a new cooperative scheme, in the
context of cognitive femtocells, based on inter cell handover.
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